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Abstract: Lyme borreliosis is increasing rapidly in many parts of the world and is the most commonly occurring vector-borne disease in Europe and the USA. The disease is transmitted by ticks of the genus *Ixodes*. They require a blood meal at each stage of their life cycle and feed on a wide variety of wild and domestic animals as well as birds and reptiles. Transmission to humans is incidental and can occur during visits to a vector habitat, when host mammals and their associated ticks migrate into the urban environment, or when companion animals bring ticks into areas of human habitation. It is frequently stated that the risk of infection is very low if the tick is removed within 24–48 hours, with some claims that there is no risk if an attached tick is removed within 24 hours or 48 hours. A literature review has determined that in animal models, transmission can occur in 16 hours, and the minimum attachment time for transmission of infection has never been established. Mechanisms for early transmission of spirochetes have been proposed based on their presence in different organs of the tick. Studies have found systemic infection and the presence of spirochetes in the tick salivary glands prior to feeding, which could result in cases of rapid transmission. Also, there is evidence that spirochete transmission times and virulence depend upon the tick and *Borrelia* species. These factors support anecdotal evidence that Borrelia infection can occur in humans within a short time after tick attachment.
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The disease

Lyme borreliosis (LB) is a multisystemic disease that can affect many organs, including the heart, joints, central nervous system, and brain, and can result in a large number of diverse symptoms including extreme fatigue, flu-like symptoms, arthritis, peripheral neuropathy, and cognitive dysfunction. The disease is named after the town of Lyme in Connecticut, USA, where a group of children with an unusual arthritic condition were studied. The causal agent was identified by Willie Burgdorfer as a spirochetal bacterium, and named after him as *Borrelia burgdorferi*.1

The disease was first described over 100 years ago in Europe from the characteristic skin rash erythema chronicum migrans in the early stage and from the skin rash acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans that can occur in late stage of LB and named by Afzelius and Buchwald, respectively.2,3 The disease causing spirochetes are carried from reservoir host mammals to humans by hard-bodied ticks of the genus *Ixodes*. More than 18 species of *Borrelia* are known that are transmitted by *Ixodes* ticks, with the recently identified *Borrelia kurtenbachii* named after Klaus
Kurtenbach. Three have been considered important human pathogens, *Borrelia burgdorferi* sensu stricto in the USA and Europe, and *Borrelia afzelii* and *Borrelia garinii* in Europe and Asia. Potential pathogenic *Borrelia* species include *Borrelia bavariensis*, *Borrelia bissettii*, *B. kurtenbachii*, *Borrelia spielmanii*, *Borrelia lusitaniae*, and *Borrelia valaisiana*. The pathogenic *Borrelia miyamotoi* was identified in Japan, and is now known to be present in the USA and Russia, and recently discovered in the UK. Though genetically more closely related to relapsing fever (RF) disease, *B. miyamotoi* unlike RF is carried by hard-bodied *Ixodes* species ticks and in humans can result in LD like symptoms. The proportion of ticks carrying LB can vary widely and in one study of eleven regions of Switzerland between 9% and 47% of ticks were found to be infected. In a 2011 paper by Brown (unpublished data) presented at the 10th Tick Borne Disease conference hosted by Lyme Disease Action in the UK, tick populations were monitored over a number of years showing dramatic growth in population density with a threefold increase in feeding females from 1994 to 2004, and a 20-fold increase in *Borrelia* infected ticks from 1991 to 2009.

Although LB receives considerable attention and is the focus of this study, ticks transmit many diseases with 12 viral infections discussed by Lani et al including tick-borne encephalitis, Louping-ill, Colorado tick fever, and Akhurma hemorrhagic fever, which has a mortality rate of 25%. Hard-bodied ticks of the genus *Ixodes* also carry bacterial and parasitic diseases including: anaplasmosis, babesiosis, ehrlichiosis, rickettsiosis, and bartonellosis. Zhang et al investigated the microbiome of *Ixodes persulcatus* using rRNA sequencing and found 237 bacteria genera suspected of being pathogens to vertebrates. Many studies have found ticks infected with two or more of these pathogens and this increase in pathogen burden can result in more serious symptoms and post-treatment sequelae. An important emerging pathogen is *Candidatus Neoehrlichia mikurensis*, and in a survey of Canadian residents, 62% of respondents reported at least one coinfection and 15% reported three coinfections with *Bartonella* and *Babesia* the most common. The attachment time for transmission of almost all of these pathogens is unknown; however, there are studies that indicate rapid transmission of some. Ebel and Kramer demonstrated Powassan virus infection with 15 minutes of tick attachment and although Saraiva et al found that transmission of *Rickettsia rickettsii* by unfed *Amblyomma aureolatum* ticks required >10 hours attachment time, they found that transmission could occur in as little as 10 minutes with fed ticks.

**Incidence**

In Europe, few countries have made LB a notifiable disease, and lack of standards and changes in reporting and testing methodologies have made it difficult to obtain reliable incidence data. A World Health Organization report published in 2006 indicated that approximately 85,000 cases of LB were reported annually for Europe and that it was the most common zoonosis in temperate regions of the Northern Hemisphere. Estimates for Germany indicate that in 2007 and 2008, the average annual incidence of LB was 261 cases per 100,000 population. This was based on the medical insurance records of 6.04 million patients in six north-eastern federal states, and by extrapolation generates an estimate of 213,912 cases annually for the country as a whole at that time. In the US, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported an incidence of nearly 30,000 cases for 2009 based on specific case definitions for disease surveillance. Total LB infections were considered to be much higher, and a recent Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report gives an estimate of 300,000 cases based on three separate studies that included analysis of insurance claims and surveys of clinical laboratories and the general public, and states that the disease “is a tremendous public health problem [...].”

**Attachment time and transmission risk**

It is commonly stated in health agency guidelines and the general media that the risk of LB increases with length of time a tick is attached. Additionally there are many claims that it requires attachment times >24 hours for transmission of infection to occur, and sometimes it requires 48 hours of attachment. Usually, these statements are made without reference to any data source, and so a comprehensive search and review of articles has been carried out to determine the original sources for these claims.

An early source is an article by Falco et al where it is stated that “…removal of attached *Ixodes scapularis* ticks within 48 hours will effectively prevent Lyme disease”. The authors cited work with animal models to support the statement including a 1987 paper by Piesman et al. In a 2001 article, it was stated that *I. scapularis* ticks infected with *B. burgdorferi sensu stricto* removed during the first 2 days of attachment do not transmit infection to tick bite victims.
A review of this work and extensive search for sources that confirmed this data was carried out.

**Tick feeding mechanisms**

*Ixodes* ticks have three feeding stages in their life cycle and take a blood meal at each. As larvae, nymphs, and adults, they seek a host by climbing the stems of grasses, for example, and when actively seeking a host, adopt a “questing” position, where the front legs extend ready to grasp a passing animal. After transferring to the host, the tick searches for a suitable attachment site. With natural hosts, this is typically in the head area giving access to the ears and neck region or groin area.37 Tick attachment starts by inserting the saw-like chelicerae into the epidermis to create an entrance wound. Then using the leverage from the chelicerae the barbed hypostome mouthpart is pulled in. This process is continued in a ratchet-like fashion until the tick is fully attached, with the process complete within 10 minutes. This is described by Richter et al, 28 and demonstrated in a video.29 The multiple barbs of the hypostome lock the tick into the epidermis and help prevent host activities, for example, grooming, from detaching the tick, and in some species, a cement plug is created to further ensure firm attachment.

During attachment, ticks inject a complex mixture of bioactive chemicals into the host including histamine binders and cytokine inhibitors to mediate host response, complement inhibitors to suppress the host immune response, and anticoagulants to facilitate the blood meal.30,31 This results in a painless “bite” and usually prevents an inflammatory response. Injection of saliva occurs over a major part of the attachment time with the blood meal occurring late in the process.32 Approximately 75% of the water taken up during feeding is returned to the host.33 When a tick feeds on an animal infected with *Borrelia*, spirochetes can be ingested, and travel with the hemolymph to the midgut where they remain through subsequent life stages. Ribeiro et al found that 30%–55% of *I. scapularis* feeding on infected rabbits had detectable spirochetes in their midgut.34

When an infected tick takes the next stage blood meal, there is a possibility that pathogenic organisms can be transferred to the new host. Based upon rabbit model experiments, a salivary route for the transfer of *Borrelia* spirochetes from the midgut to new hosts was proposed in 1987 by Ribeiro et al. The potential for pathogen transmission by regurgitation was considered; however visual and microscopic observation of post feeding saliva found no evidence of this.34
**Attachment time experiments**

In a 1987 paper, Piesman et al published data from an animal model study of the time for *B. burgdorferi* sensu stricto spirochetes to transfer to rodents. They observed an increased risk of infection with longer tick attachment times. However, one of the 14 (7%) test rodents was infected in <24 hours, five of the 14 (33%) in <48 hours, and 13 of the 14 (93%) in <72 hours.25 These results have a margin of error dependent on the sample size. Using a 95% confidence level, the confidence interval for transmission within 24 hours is ±13.37% based on one infection in 14 trails. This indicates that the probability of transmission within 24 hours could be as high as 20.37%. Similarly, the probability of infection within 48 hours has a confidence interval of ±24.63% with a probability of transmission up to 57.63%. The methodology for determining transmission time was xenodiagnosis, allowing ticks carrying *Borrelia* spirochetes to feed on test mammals, then attaching naïve ticks to the test animals, and allowing feeding to repletion. The detached ticks were then dissected and ingested spirochetes visualized using microscopy and an indirect fluorescent antibody test.

Results of a second group of experiments reported in 1993 provided similar data, with one of 14 (7%) mice infected in <36 hours, three of 12 (25%) infected within 36 hours, and six of eight (75%) infected within 48 hours. In these experiments, the method of detection was again by dissection of the xenodiagnostic ticks and visualization using a fluorescent antibody test.35

Shih and Spielman, also using animal models reported in 1993 that infection occurred mainly after 2 days of feeding; however, they indicated that in one experiment, 100% of the mice became infected within 48 hours. It was also found that partially fed ticks would efficiently re-attach to a new host, and in these new hosts transmission occurred in 83% of cases within 24 hours.36 The implication of shorter transmission times in the second host shortly after partial feeding in the first host has relevance to human infection, since partial feeding behavior in ticks has been observed in the natural environment37 and could occur within a domestic setting of companion animal ownership.

An explanation was proposed for the reported time delay for infection after tick attachment. It was suggested that the spirochetes need to disseminate from the midgut of the ticks to the salivary glands before being injected by the tick into the epidermis of the host.34,38 A number of workers have studied the location of spirochetes in ticks including pre-attachment to hosts and found that the bacteria were not always confined to the midgut. Burgdorfer et al in 1983 reported dissemination to other organs in 5.5% of infected *Ixodes ricinus* ticks, and in 1988 reported dissemination in 3.9% of *I. scapularis* ticks.40 In the Ribeiro study that demonstrated a salivary route for transmission, the authors indicated that spirochetes infect other organs as well as the midgut and found 5% of nonfed female *I. ricinus* carried the infection in the hemolymph circulating throughout the tick. Histological studies reported by Gern et al in 1990 found that when *I. ricinus* ticks acquired infection during feeding, the spirochetes multiplied in the midgut, but they noted that some spirochetes penetrated the gut wall of the ticks and caused systemic infection.41 A study by Piesman et al found infected ticks with bacteria in their salivary glands and other organs at the onset of feeding, and even before feeding began.39 Lebet and Gern demonstrated that 11% of field-collected unfed nymphal ticks had systemic infection,42 and Leuba-Garcia et al found that 36% of unfed adult *I. ricinus* ticks collected in two districts of Switzerland had systemic infection, and they commented that this could impact transmission time in humans.43 These results suggest that in cases where the spirochetes are present in the tick salivary glands, they can be injected into the host during the preparatory transfers of antihistamines and anticoagulants prior to the commencement of feeding, ie, immediately after attachment of the tick to the host.

**Tick and Borrelia species differences**

A European study by Kahl et al in 1998 indicated that almost 50% of Mongolian gerbils were infected within 16.7 hours of attachment and 100% infection rates occurred within 48 hours.44 It was suggested that the difference between this work and that reported in the US related to the different species of vector (*I. scapularis* versus *I. ricinus*) and pathogen (*B. afzelii* versus *B. burgdorferi* sensu stricto). There is now a body of evidence that supports this finding and the impact of both tick and *Borrelia* species on the attachment time to transmit spirochetes. An extensive study using a total of 1962 *I. persulcatus* ticks infected with *B. garinii* and *B. afzelii* found that *Borrelia* were frequently found in the salivary glands of unfed ticks and that during the early stage of feeding, the proportion of ticks with spirochetes in the salivary glands did not increase, nor the concentration of spirochetes. The authors concluded that *Borrelia* migration from the tick gut to the salivary glands during feeding is not necessary for pathogen transmission.45 A comparative study that included *Ixodes dammini* (now *I. scapularis*) from northwest regions of the US and *I. persulcatus* ticks collected in Russia found the rate of *Borrelia* infection similar at close to 26%; however, there was a distinct difference between the
levels of systemic infection including salivary glands with an average five times greater in *I. persulcatus* (12.9%) compared to *I. scapularis* (2.4%). The low level of systemic infection found in the North American study with *I. scapularis* would result in a low probability of having systemically infected field-collected ticks in experiments with small sample sizes, and may account for the observed delay in transmission if few or none of the experimental ticks were systemically infected. Crippa et al when using natural infection in an animal model stated that with *B. burgdorferi sensu lato*, transmission did not occur in <48 hours; however, in experiments using *B. afzelii*, one of seven (14%) and four of eight (50%) mice became infected in <24 hours and <48 hours, respectively. In experiments using needle inoculation both *B. burgdorferi* and *B. afzelii* infection occurred within 24 hours, with six of nine (67%) and five of nine (56%) of the mice infected, respectively. (See Table 1 for a summary of experimental results). A discussion of factors that differentiate animal models from human infection is covered by Hynote et al. They highlighted the fact that for the animal studies laboratory strains of *B. burgdorferi* such as B31 were used and that these strain have decreased infectivity compared to the wild strains. Schwan et al in 1988 demonstrated reduced infectivity for all strains tested including B31 after serial passage in culture, and others have confirmed and expanded on this work. Also, coinfections may result in increased infectivity.

**Virulence, infectivity, and outer surface proteins**

There is evidence that spirochetes residing in the salivary glands are far more infective than those residing in the midgut. Lima et al used salivary gland extracts and midgut extracts from *I. scapularis*, and using needle inoculation determined the probability of infection with different spirochete loads. They found that it required on average 14 times more spirochetes in midgut extracts to infect compared to inoculations with salivary gland extracts. The median infectious dose (ID$_{50}$) was 18 spirochetes with salivary gland extract and 251 with midgut extract. Zeidner et al demonstrated that there were tick and *Borrelia* species differences in the dissemination and spirochete load in host organs and that these were probably related to the fact that there were at least five major protein differences between *I. scapularis* and *I. ricinus* salivary gland lysate.

There are a large number of proteins present in tick saliva and work is needed to understand or clarify the functions of most of them. Two that have received much attention are Outer Surface Protein A (OspA) and Outer Surface Protein C (OspC). OspA is expressed when the bacteria are within the tick midgut during the dormant phase, and its presence is a requirement for survival in the tick by facilitating adhesion of the spirochete to the midgut wall. When the tick prepares for the blood meal, OspA is downregulated in preparation for the transit from midgut to the salivary glands and from there to the host. At the same time, OspC is upregulated. The role of OspC is not clear; various functions have been ascribed to the protein, and it may have multifactorial activity including host invasion and dissemination, and for initiation of host infection. OspC expression and infectivity continues to increase for some days once the spirochetes have invaded host tissues. Though being antigenic, it is eventually downregulated to minimize host antibody response. A major factor in the OspA/OspC complementary expression is ambient temperature, with OspC not present at low temperatures but present at 34°C–37°C. This can be important in the context of transmission time of *Borrelia* from tick to host. Tick blood feeding behavior includes engagement, the adherence to the host; exploration, the search for a suitable site for attachment; and penetration, where the tick inserts the mouthparts in preparation for feeding. During the process of exploration when the tick is searching for a suitable site, temperature increase will activate OspA/OspC regulation and begin the process of increased motility and infectivity. Exploration time will be highly variable and depend on how quickly the tick migrates to an optimal site. This time could vary with host animal size, the presence of competing ticks, or rejection of a site as unsuitable. Unattached and un-engorged ticks are routinely observed by deer hunters and pet owners. Hence, exploration time must be included with attachment time to more accurately reflect “time for transmission”.

**Estimating attachment times in humans**

In the case of animal experiments, it is possible to clearly define the moment of tick attachment, but it is seldom possible in the case of human tick bites. In one study, only 50% of subjects were able to estimate tick attachment times and then not with an accuracy thought to be better than 24 hours. Usually the first knowledge of tick attachment is when it is noticed by the victim. The time of presentation to a clinician will be known accurately; however, the time interval between attachment and presentation to a clinician is in general unknown. The consequence is that in the majority of cases, the length of time of attachment to human hosts cannot be determined with accuracy.
To overcome this problem, there have been proposals for the use of indirect measurement methods. As a tick takes a blood meal, the body becomes engorged and the change in body length has been suggested as a method to estimate the time of attachment. Falco et al studied this in 1996 and used the scutal index, which is the ratio of the length of the hard body plate to the tick body length. Their published graphical data indicate that the method cannot discriminate between attachment times <24 hours, it is poor up to 36 hours, and there is large variability thereafter. This is explained by the blood meal and engorgement taking place during the later stage of attachment. Meiners et al found that the scutal index estimate for attachment time had poor correlation with the attachment time estimated by the patients. No definitive correlation data were presented for longer attachment times. A similar methodology was studied with *I. ricinus* where the ratio of the scutum to the distance between the coxae of the fourth pair of legs (coxal index) was used. The method was considered more accurate than the scutal index for attachment times up to 12 hours, and the scutal index more accurate with longer attachment times, though the method predicted times from near 11 hours up to 30 hours for attachment times of 24 hours with nymphal ticks, and with similar results for adults. This poor correlation indicates that neither the scutal index nor the coxal index is useful as a risk indicator.

In cases of human interactions in tick endemic areas, the time of exposure can be narrowed down to a window of opportunity and there are many anecdotal descriptions of tick attachment and transmission of disease in <24 hours. Some cases where there is strong evidence of early transmission have been published. A European study documented six cases of culture-confirmed infection where tick attachment was <6 hours and nine cases where transmission occurred in <24 hours. Angelov reported a case based on clinical symptoms and positive serology, where infection was transmitted in <24 hours and a second case where a patient’s conjunctiva was infected by the intestinal contents of a tick. The case of fecal transmission indicates that other mechanisms including via mucous membranes need to be considered in addition to the conventional intradermal transmission route. Although attachment time was not accurately determined they do give evidence to support early infection.

**Conclusion**

The claims that removal of ticks within 24 hours or 48 hours of attachment will effectively prevent LB are not supported by the published data, and the minimum tick attachment time for transmission of LB in humans has never been established.

The definitive experimental data indicate transmission of LD spirochetes in <16 hours and frequently in <24 hours. No studies have been carried out to characterize transmission with attachment times of <16 hours and some did not report any data for <36 hours. The animal studies, however, did not comprehend significant variables such as the presence of spirochetes within the salivary glands at the start of feeding, nor the effect of delayed attachment once a tick adheres to a host. Both of these will reduce the time for infectious spirochetes to invade the host compared to the model that requires a change from dormancy to active migration from the midgut to the salivary glands and then to the host. Also, co-feeding and partial feeding of ticks with displacement from companion animals to humans must be considered a factor for rapid transmission of LD. Though the risk of a single occurrence may be small, this is compounded by the possibility of decades of recreation and lifestyle behavior, especially with companion animals or employment in forestry work and farming.

There is evidence that the risk of LB increases with longer tick attachment time, and the advice to remove a tick quickly is sound. However, there are practical problems identifying attached ticks quickly. The size of ticks at all stages of their life cycle makes them difficult to detect even on exposed skin and nearly impossible in areas where there is limited visibility and within the hairline. The painless bite and histamine suppression ensure that many victims are unaware of the tick bite. At clinical presentation it will not normally be possible to determine the attachment time and as discussed this is not the only contributor to infection. Tick and *Borrelia* species are also determining factors with evidence of faster transmission for European strains. Additionally ticks carry many other diseases including tick-borne encephalitis, human granular ehrlichiosis, babesiosis, bartonellosis, and others. The attachment times for transmission of many of these are unknown, though there is evidence that some are transmitted very quickly.

Therefore, LB infection can never be excluded after a tick bite irrespective of the estimated duration of attachment time.
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